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abstract
Manderley, la dimora immaginaria sulla costa della Cornovaglia che assomiglia a Me-
nabilly, dove Daphne du Maurier visse e scrisse, costituisce il centro di Rebecca, un 
romanzo pubblicato nel 1938 che riscosse un enorme successo e divenne un film di 
Hitchcock nel 1940. La narratrice senza nome comincia il suo racconto informando il 
lettore che «Manderley was ours no longer. Manderley was no more». Ma è grazie alla 
sua straordinaria immaginazione che la residenza si staglia davanti ai nostri occhi con 
il suo viale sinuoso, invaso da mostruosi rododendri color rosso sangue. Modellato 
su Jane Eyre di Charlotte Brontë, Rebecca è un racconto cupo e romantico, compren-
dente una seconda moglie, un marito facoltoso, una proprietà inglese misteriosa che 
nasconde segreti oscuri. Ma mentre Bertha, la moglie di Rochester, è viva, la prima 
moglie di Maxim de Winter domina Manderley dal regno dei morti. In questo articolo 
mi concentro su Rebecca come romanzo che comprende la dimensione sentimenta-
le, gotica e poliziesca, e include anche elementi della fiaba e del dramma psicologi-
co: Daphne du Maurier utilizza questi generi e li mescola, contribuendo ad arricchire 
il tropo della casa infestata, una efficace costruzione immaginativa attraverso cui la 
scrittrice presenta livelli molteplici di consapevolezza ed esplora i motivi della ses-
sualità e della trasgressione femminile. Si tratta di un Bildungsroman assai peculiare, 
in cui la narratrice timida e modesta è alla ricerca di felicità e amore. Ma nel racconto 
che intreccia crimine e mistero molti dettagli non vengono rivelati, mentre il naturale 
e il sovrannaturale si intersecano, e, per questa ragione, Rebecca può essere definito 
anche un romanzo di fantasmi. L’immaginazione di Daphne du Maurier, che esplora 
la psiche dei personaggi, rappresenta eventi traumatici, e invita i lettori ad addentrar-
si nella storia drammatica fino all’epilogo, che rimanda all’inizio della narrazione.
Manderley, the fictional estate on the Cornish coast resembling Menabilly, where 
Daphne du Maurier lived and wrote, is at the heart of Rebecca, an enormously suc-
cessful novel published in 1938 and subsequently adapted by Hitchcock into a 1940 
movie. The unnamed female narrator begins by telling us that «Manderley was ours no 
longer. Manderley was no more». But it is by the power of her vivid imagination that 
the house rises up before us with its serpentine drive, invaded by monstrous blood-red 
rhododendrons. Like Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, Rebecca is a dark and romantic 
tale of second wives, upper-class husbands, and mysterious British estates conceal-
ing secrets. But while Bertha, Rochester’s wife, is still alive, Maxim de Winter’s first 
wife Rebecca rules Manderley from the kingdom of the dead. In this article I focus 
on Rebecca as a novel including sentimental, Gothic and crime narratives as well as 
cross references to the fairy tale and the psychological thriller: all these genres are 
exploited by Daphne du Maurier, and they contribute to enrich the trope of the haunt-
ed house, a powerful and imaginative construction through which du Maurier pres-
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ents multiple layers of dissonant consciousness and explores the motifs of sexuality 
and female transgression. She also offers a very peculiar kind of Bildungsroman, in 
which the shy, self-effacing narrator is willing to find love and happiness. However, 
in this murder mystery, much is left uncovered, while the natural and the supernatu-
ral interact: for this reason, Rebecca can rightly be defined a ghost story. Daphne du 
Maurier’s imagination, which explores the psyche of each character, represents shocks 
and traumas, and the readers are invited to look deeper and deeper into the dramatic 
story until the dénouement, which moves the plot back to the beginning of the novel.
People and things pass away, not places. 
Daphne du Maurier, The Rebecca Notebook and other Memories (1980)
DreaMing
Rebecca, published by the British writer Daphne du Maurier in 1938, was an immedi-
ate success and it still sells around 4,000 copies a month.1 This overwhelming popu-
larity, however, has not been matched by critical acclaim since Rebecca has long been 
underestimated and labelled just as “women’s romantic fiction”. In 1962 an article in 
«The Times Literary Supplement» suggested that Rebecca would remain a classic.2 
Since 2000 Helen Taylor has undertaken two major critical initiatives, The Daphne du 
Maurier Companion (2007) and the du Maurier issue of Women: A Cultural Review 
(2009). Academic criticism has underlined, in a somewhat contradictory manner, a 
feminine Gothic in the tradition of the Brontë sisters, a liberating feminism, a les-
bian subtext, and additional proof of an incestuous motif supposedly central to du 
Maurier’s novels.
In her published works, which span the years 1931 to 1989, du Maurier experiment-
ed with several literary genres including biography, the family saga, women’s romantic 
fiction, the Gothic novel, and the short story.3 Alison Light describes du Maurier as «a 
displaced aristocrat»,4 and charges the writer with «a romantic Toryism».5 Daphne du 
Maurier seemed, superficially at least, to follow the pattern expected of upper-class 
women; in 1932, at the age of twenty-five, she married Major «Boy» Browning and 
during his active service in the Second World War, she took their three children to 
live in a cottage in Cornwall, moving in 1943 to Menabilly, which became the family 
home. There she found the peaceful atmosphere she needed to write during her mar-
riage. However, her life was characterized by the rejection of conventional sexuality.
1  laing 2018.
2  laski 1962, p. 808.
3  See horner - zlosnik 1998. This is an attempt to relate du Maurier’s work to traditions and conven-
tions (in particular, those of Gothic fiction), cultural context and the author’s writing of her own identity.
4  light 1984, p. 21.
5  light 1991, p. 156.
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Du Maurier’s sense of identification with Cornwall developed in such a way that this 
spatial and emotional experience allowed her to give creative shape to transgressive 
desires.6 As Cornwall afforded «approved sites for romantic sublimity», du Maurier 
was able to make a connection between her admiration for the writing of the Brontës 
(and of the Yorkshire scenery) and her love of the Cornish landscape.7 The intertex-
tual relationship between Rebecca and Jane Eyre is clear. Set in the early nineteenth 
century, Jamaica Inn (1936) also has many connections with the Brontë novels, and 
particularly with Wuthering Heights. The choice of the Brontës as literary forebears 
may be seen as part of du Maurier’s search for a female writing identity.
Rebecca, widely acknowledged as a Gothic novel, works partly through the manip-
ulation of its readers’ awareness of the conventions of other genres. It is not difficult to 
note the textual reverberation of Bluebeard and Cinderella. While Carolina Nabuco’s 
1934 novel, A Sucessora, may be considered a model, none of these echoes proved as 
problematic for du Maurier as the direct charge of plagiarism brought against her in 
1947 by the executors of American author Edwina L. MacDonald.8 What du Maurier 
especially transferred from Jane Eyre, and adapted to her own vision, is the Gothic at-
mosphere of the Thornfield setting, with the analogies it establishes between the house 
and its «secret». In both cases, readers feel that they are in the presence of a patriar-
chal house full of mysteries, but, at the same time, the role of the haunted mansion is 
questioned: it is the house itself which is a device, and its very existence feeds on the 
irrational. Therefore, this intertextual connection begins with the geographical setting 
itself which, in both cases, remains vague. Though in Rebecca we suppose it to be 
Cornwall, no well-defined location is ever given and the world surrounding the house 
is undetermined. Moreover, most significant as far as dislocation is concerned, is the 
initial approach to Manderley in chapter one, in the guise of a dream vision where the 
description of a ruined house completely secluded and half buried in wild all-pervad-
ing vegetation is evocative of fairy tales.9
The title of du Maurier’s work leads us to expect Rebecca to be the heroine, but 
she is already dead when the novel starts, as her life is reconstructed by the narrator, 
a woman who never met her. The narrator is the main character, yet she remains un-
named throughout the novel. Or, perhaps, the real protagonist is Maxim de Winter, 
the husband of both women, and the owner of the estate and house of Manderley. The 
novel focuses on a triangular relationship: the representative masculinity of Maxim 
de Winter comes under scrutiny from two female points of view. In Rebecca the site 
of masculinity is located in a scion of the landed gentry, in a man of property who not 
only inhabits the landscape but whose male ancestors have owned it for centuries. In 
the description of Manderley, du Maurier provides us with a vision of a masculine 
6  In Enchanted Cornwall, she writes «Cornwall became my text». See Du Maurier 1989, p. 7.
7  Cf. westlanD 2017, pp. 114-121. In her later years, du Maurier also wrote Vanishing Cornwall 
(1967), which includes a chapter entitled «The Brontë Heritage».
8  wright 2013, p. 289. MacDonald alleged that du Maurier had copied her novel Blind Windows.
9  bertranDias 2006, p. 25.
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world that stretches from the past and still haunts the present. It is a man’s world, as 
the name Manderley suggests.
Du Maurier’s residence at Menabilly was a dream fulfilled, which afforded contin-
ued inspiration to the writer: Menabilly occupied a central place in her creative im-
agination. Her fictional exploration of the house is one of the ways in which she es-
tablished her own sense of identification and empathy with it. The writer’s home in 
Cornwall for 26 years was never owned by du Maurier’s family. In 1943, when she 
signed a twenty-year lease for the house, it belonged to the Rashleighs. Her leasing of 
Menabilly thus commenced five years after the publication of Rebecca and was pre-
sumably funded, at least to some extent, by money she had earned from her writing 
career. At that time, the house was empty, had no electricity, water or heating and she 
spent many years and thousands of pounds restoring it. Its fairy tale quality, which 
clearly captured du Maurier’s fantasy, is recalled in Myself When Young (1977). Her 
experiences were also based upon a rather rootless life by travelling near her husband’s 
postings. There are several topographical parallels between du Maurier’s majestic set-
tings, and the extraordinary 1930s Gothic architecture of the hotel where she began to 
write Rebecca with its sweeping drive, dining room and terraces, located in the little 
town of Platres, growing out of the pine-clad hillside in Cyprus.10
Du Maurier’s fifth work, which was not written in Cornwall, where it is set, and not 
even in England, but mostly in Alexandria, became her most famous. The fact that du 
Maurier wrote Rebecca in Egypt, during a period of temporary exile, may well have 
intensified the sense of longing for a lost place that the novel conveys so clearly in its 
opening pages.11 Few novels have given rise, as Rebecca, to so many radio, television 
and film adaptations, operas, musical comedies and various prequels and sequels.12 
Alfred Hitchcock, directing his very successful film adaptation in 1940, greatly con-
tributed to the transformation of Rebecca from popular fiction into a «cult novel» and 
then into a classic.13 This peculiar transition is due to its intriguing story of love and 
murder, with a disturbing ghostly atmosphere, in which Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre 
is rewritten in the natural landscape of Cornwall, near the sea. Described by the author 
herself as «a sinister tale about a woman who marries a widower... psychological and 
rather macabre»,14 the main plot in Rebecca deals with a young woman who falls in 
love with an older man hiding a secret about his first wife. As Alfred Hitchcock acute-
ly observed, «Rebecca is the story of two women, a man, and a house. Of the four… 
the house, Manderley, is the dominant presence».15
10  wisker 2003, p. 87.
11  De rosnay 2017. Parts 3, 4 and 5 of this biography are dedicated to Cornwall and focus on the fact 
that du Maurier attaches so much importance to places and houses.
12  taylor 2017a, pp. 75-91.
13  On the textual relationships between du Maurier and Hitchcock, see allen 2004, pp. 298-325.
14  forster 2007, p. 131.
15  Quoted in beauMan 2003, p. vii.
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The haunted manor or ghostly mansion is undoubtedly an essential part of the fic-
tional Gothic world,16 but it is especially connected with the female Gothic experience. 
As with the Gothic landscape, the Gothic mansion is also often home to the female 
«abject».17 Like the scenery, the house embodies the uncanny, turning the domestic 
sphere into an unfamiliar and threatening place. This theory works on a psychologi-
cal level, including the idea that the house itself is often depicted as a physically fe-
male space; specifically, the house is a maternal space reflected in the use of secret 
chambers, mysterious labyrinths, and locked doors to forbidden places. Therefore, it 
becomes both habitation and prison and is simultaneously associated with defence, 
penetration, and entrapment. In Rebecca, the approach to the house is linked with the 
entrance into a dark world so that Manderley itself comes to be associated with mag-
ic and remoteness. Manderley is the family seat of the de Winters, yet it is Rebecca 
who really possesses it. The Gothic mansion is a symbol of female oppression rather 
than a place of protection, with the fictional mansion of the Gothic as a metaphor for 
women’s lives and their frustrations. The abject house proves to be unescapable: even 
when it is burned to the ground, social duties and strictures remain. Manderley is a 
dreamscape in which the traditional (English, masculine) authority is juxtaposed to the 
pleasure of performance and theatrical excess. From the outset, it is represented as an 
(en)closed space: «I could not enter, because the way was barred to me. There was a 
padlock and a chain upon the gate».18 At the end of the novel the narrator exists only 
in transient spaces. She seems compelled to narrate her existence through her dreams.
Du Maurier explains how she decided to set the novel «in the present day, say the 
midtwenties», yet there is no explicit reference in the novel to the larger events of the 
outside world during that period. Similarly, Rebecca communicates no sense of where 
exactly Manderley is.19 According to Philip Dodd, Daphne du Maurier is responsible 
for «feminising» Cornwall.20 Having set up such a topography in Rebecca, she em-
ploys some of the tropes associated with the country house tradition of English liter-
ature; for example, control and governance are metaphorically expressed through the 
disciplining of the land itself – most notably, in the representation of Rebecca through 
the rhododendrons that threaten to overwhelm the drive and which the narrator per-
ceives as «slaughterous red, luscious and fantastic» and as «monsters, rearing to the 
sky».21 In Rebecca the colour red connotes both sexual and physical violence: the 
night sky above Manderley is «crimson, like a splash of blood»;22 the drive leading 
to Manderley is bordered by rhododendrons that have «crimson faces». Although the 
16  bailey 1999, pp. 3-4. The tale of the haunted house, while rooted in the European Gothic tradition, 
has developed a distinctly American resonance.
17  Cf. the paradigm of abjection created by kristeva 1980.
18  Du Maurier 2011, p. 1.
19  horner - zlosnik 1998, pp. 99-127.
20  DoDD 1998, p. 128.
21  Du Maurier 2011, p. 72.
22  Ivi, p. 428.
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novel does not make it clear who set fire to Manderley, Mrs Danvers, the housekeeper, 
is suggested to be guilty, and the final destruction signifies the end of Maxim’s rule.23
Rebecca should be read either as a «failed romance» or not as a romance at all, be-
cause it «signally fails to deliver happy heterosexual romance with its conventional 
promise of domesticity and procreation».24 The novel destabilises romantic fiction 
foundations, disturbs the trajectory of conventional narratives, and deconstructs the 
myths of romantic fiction. The ways in which du Maurier makes use of traditional 
genres shows her to be historically and politically engaged. She is radical in her ques-
tioning of the kinds of certainties these genres underwrite. Additionally, in interven-
ing on the conventions and undermining patriarchal values, her fiction is essentially 
troubling, critical, and transgressive.25
Du Maurier’s novel begins exactly where other romantic fictions end, namely with 
a marriage. For this reason, it cannot be considered a romantic tale. Rather than any 
specific character, the role of the villain in Rebecca is played by the haunting pres-
ence of an old-fashioned, strict patriarchal system, represented by Maxim’s mansion 
and accepted as a hierarchical system. However, the novel portrays the characters’ 
inability to fulfil the gender roles imposed by this system, which leads them towards 
hypocrisy, hysteria, and crime.26
The key to the ultimate source of fear and anxiety in du Maurier’s novel lies in 
Maxim’s statement: «I accepted everything – because of Manderley».27 Reading 
Maxim de Winter as a representation of the early-twentieth-century crisis of mascu-
line identity implies that «Maxim de Winter might be… masking his true personality 
with his “double” as a gentried landowner».28 What turns Mrs de Winter into “some-
one” is the fact that she is the mistress of an estate. According to Alison Light: «It is 
not just that places, and especially houses, are for du Maurier the repositories of the 
past, where we can best find and read the accumulation of marks of change, but that 
they house “us”: who we are, and what we imagine ourselves to be… “We” are best 
discovered in some place to which we belong and our connection with others depends 
on this sense of identity, a private, individual place, somewhere deep inside, which is 
then the true subject of history».29
And, as Light adds, this idea «can be a source of consolation or of terror, for if iden-
tity is attached to places and places are vulnerable locations in time, identity itself 
is potentially unstable, always in danger of being uprooted and of needing to be re-
housed».30 As a consequence, when Manderley is burnt down at the end of the novel 
23  Petersen 2009, p. 58.
24  watson 2005, p. 44.
25  wisker 2003, p. 86.
26  Pons 2013, p. 71.
27  Du Maurier 2011, p. 308.
28  butterly nigro 2000, p. 145.
29  light 1991, p. 188.
30  Ibidem.
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and Mr and Mrs de Winter are forced to go into exile, they become ghostly figures; 
when Maxim loses his patriarchal estate, he becomes the “nobody” that he really is.
As a Gothic novel of the twentieth century, Rebecca introduces a new setting, the 
mysterious and haunted mansion, instead of the Medieval castle; this variation al-
lows the genre to overlap with or merge into domestic and psychological realism. Du 
Maurier’s biography deeply affected her professional career and many of her charac-
ters and settings can be traced back to her own life or to some aspects of her person-
ality. This is also true of Rebecca, where details which reflect the author’s experience 
can be detected.
Du Maurier started planning Rebecca at a very difficult point of her life: her beloved 
father, Gerald, had died just a few years before and she was pregnant with her second 
child. In addition, she was accompanying her husband on a military mission in Egypt, 
a place she loathed. Writing and publishing Rebecca covered the years 1936-38, dur-
ing which time, Italy invaded Abyssinia, civil war broke out in Spain and Hitler sent 
the German army to reoccupy Rhineland. Europe was threatened by Fascism and a 
neutral and detached attitude was impossible. In Rebecca the plot is set in the contem-
porary world and the troubles of the historical moment are embodied in the anxieties 
of the romantic fictional genre. The peculiar tones of horror and crime undermine the 
romantic foundations of the narrative and destroy traditional beliefs upholding eternal 
bonds, true love, family values, and social hierarchies.
Rebecca is a Gothic heroine and her husband, Maxim, a Bluebeard figure who 
not only murdered his first wife, but also oppresses and alienates the second Mrs de 
Winter. Du Maurier’s novel starts with the marriage of a rich aristocrat to a naïve, in-
experienced young woman. From the very beginning, the hastiness, the coldness, and 
the condescension in the gentleman’s marriage proposal raise the question of whether 
it is a marriage for love – as the narrator makes us believe – or just a convenient ar-
rangement for a widower who needs an angel for his house. As a consequence of her 
husband’s authority, as well as her own youth, the new Mrs de Winter is alienated, not 
only from the upper-class world that Manderley represents, but also from the world 
of adult femininity, of which this version of Alice in Wonderland remains ignorant. It 
is this sense of discomfort, together with her frustrated attempts to fit in, that makes 
her both hate and identify with Maxim’s dead wife, Rebecca, whose ghostly presence 
embodies the beauty, the cleverness, and the knowledge that Mrs de Winter is long-
ing to possess. This suffocating pressure is increased by Mrs Danvers, who tortures 
Mrs de Winter by keeping the memory of Rebecca alive. Mrs Danvers serves the dead 
rather than the new Mrs de Winter, whose story is based on her struggles to compete 
with Rebecca as mistress of the house and as object of Mrs. Danvers’s affection.31
The narrator finds that she is to inhabit the East Wing, far from the sound of the sea, 
while the West Wing was the domain of the previous wife, who becomes the heroine’s 
obsession as much as she is the housekeeper’s obsession. Mrs. Danvers thus doubles 
the heroine’s own obsessions by fetishizing Rebecca’s clothes, her handwriting, her 
31  blackforD 2005, p. 242.
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pen, her books, her telephone. The final revelation in the plot concerns Rebecca’s 
secret, not even known by Mrs Danvers, her cancer. It is this discovery that makes 
Rebecca’s suicide a believable resolution, although, in the meantime, the second wife 
has understood that Rebecca was killed by her husband.32
Like other monsters of literary fiction, Rebecca is the monstrous double of the nar-
rator. Mrs Danvers asserts that Rebecca is the real Mrs de Winter whereas the narra-
tor is the “shadow” and the “ghost”, thus invoking the uncanny by bringing Rebecca 
back to life and dismissing the narrator into the realm of the dead. Her character is 
always associated with the colour red, her very emblematic flowers being rhododen-
drons, «great bushes of them, massed beneath the open window, encroaching onto the 
sweep of the drive itself».33 Likewise, the sea becomes a symbol of her independent 
and strong character: from her bedroom in the West Wing of Manderley she would 
listen to the wild sound of the waves crashing against the rocks. And it is near the sea 
that Rebecca has her erotic affairs in the beach cottage, where we learn that she was 
murdered by de Winter; her body taken into the bay and her boat drowned to make her 
death look like a drowning. Ironically, in Rebecca, the only residual representative of 
the brave Cornish sailor is an idiot, a simpleton, Ben, who spends his life on the beach.
The reading of Maxim as a Bluebeard figure is confirmed when Mrs de Winter dis-
covers that her husband hides a dark secret: contrary to everyone’s belief that Maxim 
adored Rebecca, it turns out that he actually hated and murdered her. It is after this 
crucial revelation that the story moves away from its fairy tale pattern: Mrs de Winter 
is not going to be rescued from her murderous husband by another man, but will vol-
untarily become his ally, helping him hide his secret and escape the law.
Maxim identifies with his house; and the house represents interwar England. Only 
a very uneasy, deceptive, partial harmony is restored. At the novel’s incipit, before the 
flashback, and at its closure, the couple is shown as rootless and collusive, the second 
wife haunted with horrific dreams of a Manderley entirely taken back by monstrous 
plants, its neat borders breached and overgrown, previously excluded shrubbery ram-
pant among its rooms. The banned and the hidden, the cracks and the fissures open up 
and grotesque, wild growth overtakes. Wedded bliss and wealthy lifestyles are both 
deceiving.34
The narrative unfolds entirely through the memories, dreams and fantasies of the 
unnamed narrator. The moment of her transition from outsider to confident wife is 
marked by her first sexual intimacy with her husband, which occurs immediately af-
ter his confession of Rebecca’s murder. The fulfilment of sexual desire confers her a 
maturity that finds its public display in the ability to manage the domestic organisation 
of Manderley.35 Even though Mrs de Winter knows what her husband has done, she 
does not take Rebecca’s killing as a warning. Instead, she feels relieved and affirms 
that «none of the things that he had told me mattered to me at all. I clung to one thing 
32  hallett 2003, p. 44.
33  Du Maurier 2011, p. 82.
34  wisker 2003, p. 89.
35  giles 2003, p. 39.
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only, and repeated it to myself, over and over again. Maxim did not love Rebecca. He 
had never loved her, never, never».36
The change in the narrator is stated as irrevocable: «I’ve grown up, Maxim, in 
twenty-four hours. I’ll never be a child again».37 Their marriage is immediately trans-
formed: they suddenly relate to each other as adult sexual beings (they kiss passion-
ately for the first time) and, in a clear reversal of their former roles, Maxim develops 
a child-like dependency on the narrator. Of the three selves the narrator constructs in 
her narrative, this final persona seems to offer the greatest transparency in reporting 
and taking responsibility for her actions. She is so willing to share Maxim’s crime that 
she recollects details for him and imagines herself as an actual accomplice («I too had 
killed Rebecca»),38 and eagerly reinforces his alibi: «Rebecca is dead. She can’t speak, 
she can’t bear witness. We’ve got to explain it».39
Du Maurier’s novel employs a disturbing circular structure. The whole text takes 
the form of a long flashback, the first chapters being the story’s epilogue. The novel 
ends with Manderley in flames, while the first two chapters are also the conclusion 
of the narration. Husband and wife have been condemned to the hell of perpetual ex-
ile in an unnamed country, hidden (like) criminals in an anonymous hotel. They in-
habit a kind of afterlife. An unreliable narrator, the second Mrs de Winter conceals 
her name. When questioned why she did not give her protagonist a name, du Maurier 
said she «could not think of one», and it became «a challenge in technique» and «the 
easier because [she] was writing in the first person».40 Making the naïve second wife 
the narrator, du Maurier is able to develop and sustain the mystery plot while explor-
ing the central questions of identity, gender, and social roles. Like all first-person or 
internally focalized narrators, she filters the details of her story; moreover, as she pro-
duces her confessional memoir, she engages in omissions to exonerate her question-
able actions in Monte Carlo, in Manderley, and in exile, generating a «bonding un-
reliability» through her underreporting or misreporting, which reduces the distance 
between herself and her readers.41 Alison Light sees the narrator as «a kind of Ancient 
Mariner of her story of middle-class femininity, as much the victim as the producer 
of its fictionality», destined compulsively to repeat her tale, drawn again and again to 
what she fears, because it is also what she desires;42 Auba Llompart Pons states that 
the narrator is unreliable because «she attempts to trick the reader into believing her 
story is an ideal romance».43
Du Maurier recasts the narrator’s epilogue as prologue, so that readers immediately 
understand that Rebecca is not a Bildungsroman like Jane Eyre, but instead the out-
36  Du Maurier 2011, p. 306.
37  Ivi, p. 296.
38  Ivi, p. 319.
39  Ivi, p. 316. Cf. kraMer linkin 2016, pp. 242-243.
40  Du Maurier 2013, quoted in wright 2013, p. 288.
41  kraMer linkin 2016, p. 224.
42  light 1984, p. 16.
43  Pons 2013, p. 81.
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pouring of a troubled mind tormented by nightmares and unpleasant memories. The 
narrating voice points to her self-conscious, evasive mode of underreporting by explic-
itly stating what she will permit herself to remember and share. Once at Manderley, 
moving uncertainly in Rebecca’s footsteps, the narrator seeks to flesh out that shadowy 
form. Becoming a sort of detective, she seeks clues that will materialize Rebecca’s 
beauty. She remarks: «I would glean little snatches of information to add to my secret 
store».44 Manderley too has become the expression of the absence and, at the same 
time, of the presence of Rebecca, bearing in its rooms and gardens the footprints of 
its first mistress: «It’s not only this room», Mrs Danvers says. «It’s in many rooms in 
the house. In the morning room, in the hall, even in the little flower room. I feel her 
everywhere».45 Rebecca is also associated with the white azaleas of the Happy Valley 
(the ironic name given to one part of the estate) and especially to their scent: «There 
were no dark trees here, no tangled undergrowth, but on either side of the narrow path 
stood azaleas and rhododendrons, not blood-coloured like the giants in the drive, but 
salmon, white and gold, things of beauty and of grace, drooping their lovely, delicate 
heads in the soft summer rain».46
The iconic significance of rhododendrons and roses in the novel is juxtaposed to that 
of «the tiny statue of the naked faun, his pipes to his lips’ standing in a clearing made 
in the rhododendrons which mass against the morning-room window».47 The narrator 
perceives this clearing as «a little stage, where he would dance and play his part».48 
This diminutive figure is emblematic of masculinity and, through the words «stage» 
and «part», is also associated with artifice and masquerade. Certainly, the Manderley 
Ball episode foregrounds the concern with masquerade, which permeates the novel. 
In attempting to mimic the apogee of Rebecca’s success as society hostess, the narra-
tor finds herself unwittingly caught up in a disguise, which provokes a Bluebeard-like 
anger in Maxim. Before that scene, Mr de Winter thinks the narrator would appear 
as Alice in Wonderland, Lady Crowan as «a little Dresden shepherdess»49 and Frank 
Crawley as Joan of Arc. Therefore, the other characters construct her respectively as 
child-like, pastorally pure and full of virginal integrity; they also pinpoint an idealized 
femininity through which she is encouraged to structure her adult female sexuality. 
The Manderley Ball provides only one of several key moments in the text when we 
see a merging of Rebecca and the narrator. As in many Gothic novels which feature a 
double, the plot, while being superficially resolved with the death of the second self, 
very often presents the narrator as haunted by the “doppelgänger” figure.
A dreamlike noble mansion, Manderley is nevertheless rather austere, its rooms be-
ing tableaux of artificial lives, empty of meaning and activity. On arrival at her new 
home the second wife is expected to act up to the occasion, to be wearing something 
44  Du Maurier 2011, p. 137.
45  Ivi, p. 194.
46  Ivi, p. 121.
47  Ivi, p. 93.
48  Ibidem.
49  Ivi, p. 216.
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rather more suitable than her current clothes. Her domestic functions are entirely tak-
en up by Mrs Danvers and it is Mrs Danvers who suggests that the domestic functions 
are still, and much more appropriately a prerogative of the dead first wife. Through 
the memory of the shadowy second wife, Du Maurier conjures for us a fantasy im-
age of Manderley, the inheritor of the grand English country house setting. Maxim, 
like his dwelling, is a dangerously deceptive representative of a comfortable past age.
In its mapping of the conventional fictional settings (mansion, bedroom, dining 
room, garden, seascape), which embody and contain the heroine’s ambitions, Rebecca 
redefines the cultural values and meanings of the spaces outside the traditional roman-
tic narrative. The unnamed narrator is obsessed with an initial: the consonant R. This 
R stands for the first letter of the name of the protagonist’s first wife. Emblazoned 
on stationery and embroidered on linens, this R forms the signature of the infamous 
Rebecca. At one point, the narrator’s sense of identity becomes so tenuous that she 
does not even recognise herself;50 on answering the phone, she does not remember 
that she is Mrs de Winter, telling her caller: «I’m afraid you have made a mistake, […] 
Mrs de Winter has been dead for over a year».51 The clues in the text are insufficient 
to make readers discover her «unusual» name. Once married, Maxim calls his young 
bride possessively either «my wife» or «my dear». Other characters address her more 
formally as «Mrs de Winter», a title so unfamiliar to the narrator.
Her concealed name is also reminiscent of a trope common to fairy tales, in which 
the young protagonist finds protection from an evil spirit through safeguarding her 
name. Likewise, as in a confessional tale, the narrator keeps her name unsullied from 
the scandal she reveals: Rebecca’s sexual depravity and Maxim’s role in Rebecca’s 
death. In Rebecca’s devilish signature, the «tall and sloping R»52 dominates the re-
maining letters, reinforcing its image upon the mind of the narrator. For the narrator, 
Rebecca’s piercing signature with its looming R becomes the visible emblem of her 
nemesis. The flames make «the slanted writing impossible to distinguish» with one ex-
ception: «The letter R was the last to go, it twisted in the flame, it curled outwards for 
a moment, becoming larger than ever. Then it crumpled too; the flame destroyed it».53
burning
In the concluding episode of the novel, as Manderley, the place of patriarchal pow-
er and erotic transgression, burns, the narrator has a dream. Several Gothic motifs 
emerge. Her identity visually overlaps with that of Rebecca, whom she sees as a mir-
ror image. At the same time, the mutual destructiveness of the relationship between 
Rebecca and Maxim is featured in the Medusa locks which wind around the second 
wife and which are turned into a kind of noose by Maxim, figuring his collusion in 
Rebecca’s death, and the oppression, for Maxim, of her constant memory. Manderley 
50  DoDge robbins 2016, p. 70.
51  Du Maurier 2011, p. 95.
52  Ivi, p. 36.
53  Ivi, p. 64.
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is destroyed by a fire, which cannot cleanse the guilt. The transgressive Rebecca re-
mains fascinating beyond the confines of the narrative. For Maxim, Rebecca has all 
the qualities of the “other”: she was promiscuous, rebellious, adulterous, and possi-
bly lesbian or bisexual. Her body returns in the text as signature (the imposing letter 
R) and fine clothing and then as corpse in a sunken boat.
A horrific and grotesque atmosphere is evoked throughout the novel. Manderley 
itself is defined «a sepulchre» and «a desolate shell».54 The mansion symbolizes the 
physical body of Rebecca and her coming back from the world of the dead. This super-
natural invasion is enhanced by the discourse of hunting through plants. Those toxic 
rhododendrons around the house were loved by Rebecca and refer to her lascivious 
desires. At Manderley the dead and the living coexist. Rebecca’s influence has not de-
clined since her death. Her lingering presence is everywhere, both inside and outside 
the house, in the West Wing in particular. Maxim does not offer Rebecca’s room to his 
second wife; instead, he cuts her off from the dangerous appeal of the view and the 
sounds of the sea. On entering Rebecca’s Wing the second wife starts to trespass on 
her predecessor’s glamorous life. She is out of place in the writing room, where first 
she breaks a small object, a Cupid, and covers up the fragments. She is shown a ward-
robe of clothes, which do not fit her. The places Rebecca filled cannot be inhabited by 
the new wife but their seeming mystery and magic are a deception. Rebecca’s actual 
abode was the rather dirty beach house where she met her lovers. The grand parties, 
balls and meetings, calling cards and whirl of social life are terrifying to the new wife, 
and seem meaningless (as they were, perhaps, to Rebecca).
The narrator is plain and socially awkward, with «lank hair»55 and sloping shoul-
ders; Rebecca, it seems, was confident, sophisticated, and very beautiful. Whereas 
the narrator is shy and timid, Rebecca was much admired. These differences between 
the two women are both signalled and confirmed by their handwriting which, as in 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, functions as 
a witness to identity. The first time the focus on handwriting occurs when the narra-
tor, finding a book of poetry in the glove compartment of Maxim’s car, takes it back 
to the hotel to read. Picking it up later, she notices the dedication. Rebecca surfaces 
most clearly through her handwriting, which uncannily inscribes her body’s presence 
despite its absence.
Rebecca is associated throughout the novel with several features that traditionally 
mark the vampire: facial pallor, plentiful hair and voracious sexual appetite. And like 
the vampire she has to be killed more than once.56 Indeed, in the plot’s triple killing of 
Rebecca’s body (she was shot; she had cancer; she drowned) and the final encryption 
of her corpse, the novel offers both a conservative confirmation of gender values and 
a quasi-parodic version of patriarchal denial of the transgressive woman.
Du Maurier locates the perception, interpretation and response to female beauty at 
the heart of her morally ambiguous novel. Beauty exists neither as a force nor as a 
54  Ivi, p. 4.
55  Ivi, p. 43.
56  horner - zlosnik 1998, p. 111.
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passive attribute, but rather in the tense relation between Rebecca and her unnamed 
successor. Avril Horner and Sue Zlosnik classify Rebecca not only as a «femme fa-
tale» whose «rather morbid sexuality connects her beauty with barrenness, lack of 
production, and death», but as a «vamp», a figure distinguishable from the femme fa-
tale, they argue, by her «conscious desire to destroy».57 Reading Rebecca’s beauty as 
a monstrous or destructive creature ultimately permits the narrator (and potentially, 
by extension, the reader) to establish an equation between female beauty and vice, an 
equation that provides the basis for justifying Maxim’s murder, as well as the second 
Mrs de Winter’s eager complicity in that crime. Such an equation rests on the assump-
tion that the narrator is not beautiful, a belief she both promotes and subtly under-
mines and is therefore morally as well as aesthetically distinct from her predecessor.58
Rebecca’s presence definitively haunts Manderley: «Her footsteps sounded in the 
corridors, her scent lingered on the stairs… Rebecca was still mistress of Manderley. 
Rebecca was still Mrs de Winter».59 She is strong and vibrant; the epitome of the erot-
ic woman, like female characters in Gothic romance who are damned; either killed 
by their male partners or imprisoned because they are deemed mad. The device of the 
haunted house and its gendered and ideological construction as woman’s place is used 
by du Maurier to signify the containment of women within traditional power struc-
tures, whereas the standard motifs of violence and eroticism in the novel combine to 
create the uncanny that typifies the genre.
The country estate is at the core of the narrative. Rebecca’s Manderley may be a 
symbol of a magnificent England, the Eden from which the new Mrs de Winter and 
her husband are expelled. At the beginning of the novel, nostalgia for the past is the 
root of all evil, in fact the homelessness sets in motion an unstoppable train of mem-
ories. The imaginative pull of Manderley derives from the knowledge shared by the 
heroine with the reader from the outset; this is a place which exists only in fantasy, it 
is not and never could be somewhere to live. The emotional incipit of the novel de-
picts a paradise lost: «Last night I dreamt I went to Manderley again. […] The drive 
was a ribbon now, a thread of its former self, with gravel surface gone, and choked 
with grass and moss. The trees had thrown out low branches, making an impediment 
to progress; the gnarled roots looked like skeleton claws. […] Ivy held prior place in 
this lost garden, the long strands crept across the lawns, and soon would encroach up-
on the house itself».60
In this dream sequence, the narrator is possessed with supernatural powers and pass-
es «like a spirit through the barrier». The landscape surrounding the house is domi-
nated by nature and depicted as a witch who «in her stealthy, insidious way had en-
croached upon the drive with long, tenacious fingers». The woods are «crowded, dark 
and uncontrolled», and the hydrangeas are of «monster height» and «black and ugly 
57  horner - zlosnik 2000, p. 210.
58  Mitchell 2009, p. 5.
59  Du Maurier 2011, p. 261.
60  Ivi, pp. 1-3.
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as the nameless parasites that grew beside them».61 Violence and eroticism combine 
with the natural world described as deviant and “unnatural”.
After the dream sequence, the narrative moves on to the narrator and her husband 
Maxim who are living in exile in Europe. Part of du Maurier’s narrative strategy is to 
create mystery by withholding information. It is not made clear at this point of the nar-
rative why they are living in exile. What is clear is they lead boring empty lives. The 
narrator’s only escape from the social necessity of marriage and the domestic horror 
of confinement is through her imagination, where she returns to Manderley in order to 
live her real life, which is to join Rebecca whenever she likes: «for if I wish I can give 
rein to my imagination, and pick foxgloves and pale campions from a wet, streaking 
hedge».62 There is of course a sexual resonance to that natural imagery. The retrospec-
tive narrative moves to the present and concludes with the image of Manderley on fire: 
«The road to Manderley lay ahead. There was no moon. The sky above our hands was 
inky black. But the sky on the horizon was not dark at all. It was shot with crimson, like 
a splash of blood. And the ashes blew towards us with the salt wind from the sea».63
The destruction of the manor coincides with the end of Maxim’s rule. On the other 
hand, female supremacy is confirmed by Mrs Danvers’s uncanny role in the novel – 
she is the one who blurs the boundaries between life and death, a ghostly shadowy fig-
ure who also validates the lesbian subtext, especially in the erotic scene in Rebecca’s 
bedroom. Introduced as a highly efficient housekeeper within the realist mode and as 
a Gothic Life-in-Death figure (much reference is made to her skeletal appearance and 
to the fact that she is always dressed in black), she appears as a quasi-parodic version 
of Nelly Dean in Wuthering Heights. Mrs Danvers is a sinister character suggestive 
of liminality, transition, and the instability of boundaries. The housekeeper is a key 
figure in the world of the country house, mediating between the social spheres of up-
stairs and downstairs. She is also the mediator between the opposing worlds of trans-
gression and conformity, life and death and even masculine and feminine.
Though it might be claimed that a sense of nostalgia for a lost idealized past pervades 
the novel, Rebecca subverts the role of the English country house as romantic setting 
and locus for all the English values of propriety, honesty, inherited wealth, and pater-
nalism. This feminist and political reading deliberately undermines the romantic fic-
tion and equates decayed place with decayed values. Since childlessness characterises 
both the union between Maxim and Rebecca and that between the landlord and the sec-
ond Mrs de Winter, there will be no inheritance of wealth and the conservation of fam-
ily strengths and traditions. From a literary point of view, the foundations of English 
stability and the nostalgic, comfortable conservatism of romantic fiction are entirely 
destroyed. In Rebecca, du Maurier questions the conservative traditions, which she 
seems to be upholding in terms of upper middle-class rites as embodied in the house.
61  Ibidem.
62  Ivi, p. 8.
63  Ivi, p. 428.
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When Manderley is burnt down and Mr and Mrs de Winter are forced to go into ex-
ile, they become ghostly figures. The preservation of Manderley and what it represents 
with regard to class and patriarchal power is, therefore, a persistent obsession in du 
Maurier’s novel and, as such, it is also the most prominent source of evil and suffer-
ing. In Rebecca, the mainspring of the plot is the desire to go back, to live earlier times 
again through the imagination. This nostalgia and the constant need to return to what is 
familiar and reassuring show how the characters can never actually break away from 
the world that Manderley stands for. This is the reason why, when Manderley vanish-
es, Mr and Mrs de Winter do not feel liberated, but displaced; they cannot find a sat-
isfying alternative once the house is burnt down. At one point in the novel, it is men-
tioned that «all these big estates will be chopped up in time and bungalows built»,64 a 
remark which, being uttered by an anonymous character, seems trivial and may pass 
unnoticed, but which gives instead an important piece of information by signalling 
that the story is set at a time when deep social changes are taking place. And change 
inevitably brings about anxiety about the future: «For Manderley was ours no longer. 
Manderley was no more».65 Isolated and labyrinthine, Manderley is the last statement 
of a forlorn aristocratic past made of servants and formal dinners, which modernity 
threatens to cancel. The past uncannily returns upon the present through the ghost of 
the first Mrs de Winter, a true “revenant”.
In Maxim de Winter, the author has created a modern villain – the nobleman with a 
terrible secret. His surname reveals his coldness, while Maxim is also the trademark 
of a gun: «His face was arresting, sensitive, medieval in some strange inexplicable 
way... Could one but rob him of his English tweeds, and put him in black, with lace at 
his throat and wrists, he would stare down at us in our new world from a long distant 
past – a past where men walked cloaked at night, and stood in the shadow of old door-
ways, a past of narrow stairways and dim dungeons, a past of whispers in the dark, of 
shimmering rapier blades, of silent, exquisite courtesy»66.
The dark, handsome, reticent, and tragic male landowner who owns Manderley 
and whose family cross the dominant history of Cornwall is a recognisable type in ro-
mance fiction – whether we think of Rochester in Jane Eyre, or Carne of Maythorpe 
in Winifred Holtby’s South Riding, published just before Rebecca. Like Maxim de 
Winter, the villains are tied to the past, to a place or region, with an identification 
which is reasserted by the apparent certainties of patriarchal power when threatened 
or thwarted by uncontrolled, passionate female figures. In this sense, the romance 
provides du Maurier with a set of conventions through which to question both gen-
der and place.
In du Maurier’s novel, some intersections are drawn among Monte Carlo, London, 
and Cornwall. Monte Carlo implies modernity, and de Winter’s class, wealth, sports 
car, and his ability to fascinate women, at first suggest Monte Carlo as his natural 
64  Ivi, p. 287.
65  Ivi, p. 4.
66  Ivi, p. 15.
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home. The south of France and, later, London are seen as arenas for a loose-living, 
detached masculinity, epitomised most particularly by Rebecca’s lover, Jack Favell.
Monte Carlo and the Mediterranean signal not only a certain kind of masculinity but 
also, as Alison Light suggests, a flight from femininity. The construction of English 
life between the wars as feminine and domesticated was partly the result of the many 
male writers who chose to travel and live abroad rather than suffer the humiliations 
of what they saw as middle-class English domesticity. The post-First World War re-
treat of masculinity, the sense of exhaustion, the feeling that the peacetimes were ef-
feminate, and the alarm about changing relationships between the sexes, all led to the 
exploration of other places, as more hospitable to manliness or to the search for new 
powerful male models such as those hailed by Fascism.67
De Winter’s love of his Cornish property is his only sense of stability and certainty, 
and it is equally his undoing. He talks of the land as the greatest love a man can have. 
But the male values are called into doubt at Manderley. The feminising, modernis-
ing process had been set in train some time in the eighteenth century: «It [Manderley] 
would still be gay, but with a certain grace and dignity, and Caroline de Winter… 
would walk down the wide stone stairs in her white dress to dance the minuet».68 
Rebecca identifies with this feminine power and chooses Caroline’s dress from a por-
trait in the house as her fancy dress costume for the annual ball at Manderley.
The only place completely untouched by this modernising femininity is the library, 
a traditionally masculine place, which has the deathly atmosphere of a sepulchre. If 
Rebecca continues the modernising cultural work of Caroline de Winter, the second 
wife longs for giving it a contemporary inflection by making the house, the incarna-
tion of old Cornwall, domestic. She imagines herself in the library as the mother of 
three sons and even more poignantly, from her position of exile after the house has 
been destroyed, she fantasises that the library has become the domestic setting for the 
middle-class gentility. Yet, the masculine world of Manderley cannot accommodate 
the modernising feminine, whether it is advocated by the sexualised femininity of 
Rebecca or by the domestic femininity of the narrator.
When the script of Rebecca was submitted to the American Production Code 
Administration, they insisted on the impossibility of showing on screen a murderer 
getting away with his crime and, therefore, Rebecca’s death in Hitchcock’s adaptation 
became accidental: the producer David Selznick’s wish for a hundred percent faithful 
adaptation of du Maurier’s text had to be revised. Nonetheless, the film diverges from 
the novel’s narrative not only in portraying an innocent Mr de Winter, but also be-
cause other scenes were annexed to the original plot, which are, indeed, as effective as 
Maxim’s exoneration from his crime. The novel’s and film’s ending, with Manderley 
burning, crucially establish the full circle of the story, adding to Gothic adventure 
psychological and supernatural intrigue. The concluding revelation that Rebecca was 
sterile and terminally ill resonates symbolically. It implies that no good can come out 
67  See the introduction in light 1991.
68  Du Maurier 2011, p. 236.
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of evil, even though this final destruction of the house does not restore peace, because 
Rebecca’s devilish spirit and insidious power will never vanish.
As the fairy tale on which du Maurier’s novel is based, Rebecca is filled with allu-
sions to thresholds, doors, locks, and keys. The dark secrets of Maxim de Winter are 
bound to certain places: the cottage by the sea and the West Wing of Manderley hide 
«guilty knowledge»69 which the narrator collects like an obsessed detective for her 
secret store. Mrs de Winters transgresses borders during Maxim’s stay in London by 
visiting the cottage where Rebecca spent the nights with her lovers and the West Wing, 
which still looks as if Rebecca herself would come back into the room.
The transgression of borders, which implies a desire of knowledge and offers a 
chance for further development, is one of the central elements of fairy stories and in 
particular of the Bluebeard tale.70 In the haunted house, du Maurier deposited emo-
tions, memories, and fantasies. She built emotional landscapes in which imagination 
and desires found their proper place. In her worlds, people and houses are mysterious 
and mutable; in haunted rooms, disembodied spirits dance in total liberty.
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